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P. Wrigstedt, J. Keskiv̈ali and T. Repo*

We describe herein an e� cient microwave-assisted aqueous biphasic dehydration of carbohydrates to 5-

hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF). The e � ects of several alkali metal salts in aqueous phase, organic solvents as

an extractive phase and Lewis acids are evaluated on the reaction. Speci � cally, starting from fructose, the

use of bromide salts in aqueous phase and the common organic solvent MeCN or lignocellulose-derived

g-valerolactone (GVL) as organic extractors are highly bene � cial, leading to excellent HMF yields of up to

91% with HCl as a Brønsted acid catalyst. In conjunction with an isomerization catalyst, the method was

applicable to glucose as well as various disaccharides and cellulose, a � ording HMF in notably good

yields, particularly with GVL as an extractor and reusable Amberlyst-38(wet) as an acid catalyst. The

exceptionally high HMF yields obtained in aqueous solutions is attributed to the combined e � ect of the

biphasic reaction system and the application of microwaves, which ensures short reaction times and

minimized by-product formation thereof.
Introduction
Over the last decade the dehydration of carbohydrates to 5-
hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) has attracted increasing attention
for the sustainable production of chemicals (Scheme 1).1 For
instance, HMF can be oxidized to 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid as
a potential replacement for terephthalic acid in the production
of polyesters,2 or converted to high energy density biofuel
dimethylfuran. 3
HMF and its transformation to
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Dehydration of fructose to HMF using both homogeneous
and heterogeneous catalytic systems has been investigated
extensively.4 Moderate to excellent yields of HMF have been
achieved using mineral acids,5 ion exchange resins,6 oxides7 and
zeolites8 as catalysts in monophasic ionic liquids, 9 high-boiling
organic solvents (e.g. dimethylacetamide 5 and DMSO10) and
their mixtures. 11 However, the high cost of the solvents, and
high downstream separation costs limits their economic feasi-
bility. In this respect, aqueous processes are favored yet unfor-
tunately ine� cient (HMF yields < 50%) because side reactions,
such as polymer formation and HMF rehydration into levulinic
acid and formic acid, are promoted in water (Scheme 1).12

Consequently, the challenge is to make aqueous processes more
e� cient, that is, to increase the HMF selectivity by reducing the
formation of by-products during the reaction. The development
of various water–organic biphasic reaction systems, such as
water–MIBK,13 and water–(MIBK + 2-BuOH)14 systems, resulted
in fair HMF yields of 69% and 60%, respectively. Systems with
additional modi � ers in aqueous phase, such as DMSO,15 NMP16

or PVP15 resulted in very good HMF yields of up to 83%.
However, contamination of the organic phase by the modi � er
can lead to complex separation of solvent and product at the
end of the process.

Recently, the presence of alkali metal salts, such as NaCl and
KBr, has been reported to improve the HMF yields in glucose
dehydration in organic solvents 5 and aqueous biphasic
systems.17 This was ascribed to the Cl� and Br� anions in � u-
encing the reaction by enhancing the fructose dehydration step
(the reaction proceeds through fructose intermediate). 5 Also, in
aqueous biphasic systems the addition of an excess of salt is
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